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This game is in Playlists Checkmate! Play the classic game strategy. You can challenge your computer, a friend or join a match against another online player. Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat levels to unlock new monkey skins. Survive your opponents in the ultimate copter arena. Take upgrades and superpowers, avoid
the poisonous fog, and be the last to fly! Jump in your hot air balloon and prepare for adventure! Solve a brand new quest on each island. Test your goal in online multiplayer! Race your opponent to get to zero first. You'll have to calculate your own score. Play the classic game, or mix it up with a brand new action mode: fireballs, blasters,
gravity trap, and more! Your pineapple is trapped on top of a huge tower! Jump over pits of lava and dodge dangerous traps to save it. Cultivate your civilization during the Bronze Age. Collect food, research techniques, defend yourself from other civilizations, and build a world wonder! In this strange and unusual world, you can't jump.
Fortunately, you can call mountains under your feet. And get filthy stinking rich. Let's roll! It may not look like much at first, but we have a feeling that you will earn trillions of points in no time. Page 2 Focus... Connect... Drop! Aim your shot carefully and use the wind to hit the bullseye. Hole in one! Line up your shots to get a low score.
Bring your best golf swing to this crazy neon course. How's your three-point picture? Aim for defenders and obstacles, or smash right through them! How high is your critter IQ? See how few moves it takes you to get this little IQ Ball critter to its goal! After finding the hidden treasure buried on the beach, Simon and his brother must defend
it from pirates, Vikings, and other treasure thieves! This sequel is loaded with better graphics, awesome physics, and even more wacky puzzles than the original. Take your best shot! Jump in your tank and get rolling! Defeat enemies, collect money, and buy tank upgrades. You get to spend your money wisely to beat the tougher levels.
This is a weird mini golf game! Aim your shot perfectly to get the ball in all 18 holes. Now that you're done with the Academy, you're ready for real sticky ninja missions. Achieve your objective and escape! Knock down towers of green blocks in this crazy physics game. Each shot costs points, so plan carefully and use the smallest ball
possible. Turn on the engine and fire the cannons! Blow up your enemies and grab their cash. Make your tank ultra-powerful with new weapons and upgrades! Ready. Purpose. Fire! Turn levers, flip switches and warp through portals to score a basket in this crazy physics game! Shoot basketballs out of a cannon into the hoop! But you
have to clear your path first! You want to play a round of golf in outer space? Beat your golf ball through the arc with as few strokes as It's food-covered! Start slinging webs spider-style! Take flies and wrap them up for dinner. But stay away from those annoying bees! Clear, aim, shoot! Line up your shot and knock off all the colored
candies with as few shots as possible. Ready, aim, fire! Aim bubbles and connect matching colors to clear them as quickly as you can. It's getting harder! Can you keep up the pace? Ready to ricochet? Line up the angles and slide the balls back into the bricks. Don't get too close, these balls pack a heavy punch. The enemies have called
in reinforcements. Only you can defend the island! Upgrade your crossbow and sink their ships. Help these jumping bugs escape the workshop! Jump into the portal while avoiding dangerous traps. All five of Daddy Longleg's children's birthdays today! Sling canvas and climb around the house and deliver slices of birthday cake to them.
Back from his last adventure, Eratosthenes discovered a trove of old scrolls in the Library of Alexandria! Help him travel Egypt again and spread knowledge. You have a new mission: save the missing bees. Jump into action and use your rope-swinging skills to find them and bring them home. Launch zombies out of a cannon and into the
happy faces in this crazy sequel. Take aim and let those rag dolls fly! He's back, and he's hungry! Help the blue critter catch some Christmas candy in this winter wonderland. Help Daddy Longlegs pack flies into his daughter's gifts for the holidays. But be quick, there's not much time left! Grab your nine irons and head back to space for
some crazy galactic golf. Use planetary gravity wells to get a hole in one. The monkey's bananas are trapped! Shoot the right bubbles to rid his dinner. This bubble popper comes with a twist. Make the right shot to pop them all and beat the gold star! Help daddy longlegs catch all the flies in his web. But watch out for the bees chasing him
around! Break all the eggs by pushing the skeleton out of the cannon. Don't let eggs fall off the screen! A great sequel to the popular IQ Ball game. Help the little blue critter catch his candy piece! Trick or treat! Help the little blue critter collect his candies in this scary Halloween world. Help the ninja jump around the training grounds in his
quest to become a ninja master. You have to figure out the best route and how to deal with obstacles. Travel through Egypt and sing rolls to educate the farmers. Aim your shot and control your power to spread knowledge throughout the country. The mummy has lost its head! Help sing it over obstacles and get it safely back to its
sarcophagus. A fun shooting game where you need to make lumps of three of the same color... Before they all get too low. Blosics is back! Throw balls at the towers of blocks to knock them down and reach the target score. Each shot costs points, so use the smallest ball you can. Shoot fuzzy cannon To turn the boxes to the color that
matches the little guy inside each box. It just won't be any longer fun than that! The sequel to the popular Color World game! Shoot fuzzy multicolored cannonballs at boxes to turn them into the same color as the little guy inside the box. I've been playing this game until my arms were sore. It's good arithmetic practice while you get to shoot
things. Can life be much better than that? Help the little blue critter collect his candies in this strange mechanical world. Take the gears, boxes and other objects to pull the critter towards them. Help Daddy Longlegs deliver holiday gifts to his daughter. Shoot weaves to climb walls, pick up gifts, and move items. Start zombies through
obstacles in this very cool puzzle game. Take aim at the happy faces and let those rag dolls fly! Thirty-five cool levels on this shooting strategy, skill and logic game. Your goal is to knock the blue blocks away while keeping the green blocks on. Can you get the ball into the portal? You have to aim and time your shot to win. Warning: When
you hit level 8 it gets much tougher!! Aim and launch the balls to hit over a structure. You need to think ahead and plan your moves! Knock down the towers of red, yellow and green blocks. Earn stars and unlock new balls that are more powerful but cost more points. Crazy! Beat the monsters in the lava without hurting eddies. Try to do it
in as few shots as possible! Shoot the skeletons out of the cannon to break all the chicken eggs. Yes, it sounds like a normal thing to do. I've played this game over and over and over again. You shoot the ball to hit balls of the same color to make them disappear. If they get past you to the hole, you lose! Shooting, bouncing, geometry,
angles... Clear the screen as fast as you can! Sounds like the perfect game! Use woolly mammoth to launch 8 different nutty squirrels to beat all the nuts. You have to aim and figure out the best way to hit as many nuts as possible. Very addictive! Launch blobs with different abilities to merge all the yellow blobs into one giant (and very
happy) blob. It's like basketball, but with birds! Don't you think there's any thinking here? Figuring how to get the birds in the baskets is not as easy as it sounds. Sound the alarm! The pirates have come to plunder your island. Upgrade your cannons to keep them in check. Someone built a water park on top of your buried treasure. Get
back in your raft and get it! Trick or treat? Throw the vampires a healthy dose of garlic bulbs and send them tumbling off the edge. Ding ding ding! Smack snowball in shiny gems to score points. Hit the right shot to unlock the multiball. Try to set a new high score! Fore! Swing your way to a hole in one. But watch out for tricky water
hazards and sand traps if you want to get three stars. Ready to fire the cannon again? switch and pressure So you can shoot and score! Can you drive and aim at the same time? Defeat enemy tanks to get powerful upgrades and build your super tank! Help Santa fill his bags with gifts! In this great puzzle game, click on items to remove
them and let presents drop down so Santa can collect them. Ding-ding-ding! Can you hit the perfect picture? Start your ball by bouncers and knock out all the red targets! All the carrots have been scattered around the islands! Carefully collect them without getting knocked out of your basket. The penguins are ready for battle! Blast your
enemies into the icy waters to defend the South Pole. Survive your opponents in the ultimate copter arena. Take upgrades and superpowers, avoid the poisonous fog, and be the last to fly! Have you been practicing your bank shooting? Bounce off the crazy obstacles and get in the basket. An evil samurai kidnapped all your friends. Climb
walls with your widow's hook and free them! Take a cue and take your best shot! Can you read the angles and run the table in this classic game of billiards? What's more fun than stacking up blocks? Knock them down! Fire your slingshot to clear them from the platforms. Hit the links and show off your putting skills. These holes are getting
pretty crazy! You need to use magnets and portals to score under par. Blow away the orcs and the creations! Knock them out to get more balls and power up your injury multiplier. The fungus critters are trapped. Take aim, pop bubbles and free them! How did the cannon cross the road? Easy... It blew itself up with cannonballs! Test your
second reaction time in this golf and pong mash up. Angle perfect shot to knock out all targets without losing control! Line up your putt for a hole-in-one! Watch our for hills and water traps. Master the normal course, then take on the challenging. Fore! Aim and set the power to hit the perfect shot. Watch out for tricky slopes and water
hazards. Test your goal in online multiplayer! Race your opponent to get to zero first. You'll have to calculate your own score. Hit the beach and show off your best football shots! Aim your kick to get all three stars and points. Solve puzzles with your cat companion! It will not take orders, but it will hunt for a ball of yarn. Sing Jellybots in
lava! Can you destroy them all before you get on the throw? So many bullets, so little time. Use your blaster to match colors and take out all the marbles!   Bullets!  
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